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To:- ASERELA BOARD USA.

Please I wish to send this brief report to your end on the activities of our organization in 
South Sudan.

The coordination Body:
1. Owot Robert Ambrose-    Coordinator Aserela South Sudan
2. Apollo Robert Isidoro-       Secretary          “            “         “
3. Florence Oyet Laposta     Treasurer           “            “         “

Achievements
The association was able to achieve number of activities as follows:-

1. The school has continued to be Operational with an enrolment of 355 pupils and 
Ten (10) Volunteering Teachers.

2. Government supplied the school with 500 text books for both pupil and Teachers.
3. Opened a new ASERELA dollar Account #2002211251872 with Equity bank in 

Juba and opened a school Account with (KCB) Kenya commercial Bank in Torit.
4. School Latrine constructed with three stuns but not completed.

Challenges
Challenges have continued to impede the efforts of the association here in south 
Sudan as listed below:-   

1. The branch Association has no operational fund to run its activities effectively in 
terms of :

 Transport
 Stationeries
 Internet services
 Airtime
 Secretariat services.

2. The operational certificate of the ASERELA SS has expired.
3. Running the Nyolo hope Primary School has proved difficult since the Assiciation 

and Government cannot support the school with teachers’ salaries and other 
school requirements.

4. No Office space as demanded by the board of NGOs’ registration department.
5. The school building has remained incomplete. Three classes has continued to 

operate in open space/air/rain/sun, which is dangerous for children’s’ health.



6. The current political development has diverted the attention of government and
NGOs from other activities such education to humanitarian aid-food, shelter and 
health.

7. Negative attitude of the community towards the association’s failure to perform 
its activities maximally to its expectations.

Suggestions and Way forward
These suggestions are listed based on the priority of the Association:-

1. The operation certificate for association needs to be renewed 
immediately before the association’s operation activities are terminated.

2. Need for ASERELA USA board to support the association in South Sudan 
with monthly operational fund to support its activities to be effective and 
efficient.

 Transport
 Internet services
 Stationeries
 Airtime

3. The incomplete school block be roofed to give shade for the school 
pupils.

4. Support the volunteering teachers with monthly incentives to motivate 
them in doing work.

Conclusion

I must thank you for your tireless efforts towards our poor people in this village of Nyolo. 
The school has at least got started with children able to get some good knowledge that
is good news. The community is ready to contribute in kind towards the completion of 
the school construction.
The Health unit has been registered by the county health Department but has not yet 
been supplied with essential drugs due to lack of a personnel to run the unit (PHCU). But
efforts are being done.

Thank you. 
Best regards

Owot Robert Ambrose
 Country Coordinator 
ASERELA – South Sudan
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